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About Us
VIKurdisatn is a company  have been
working in tourism since 2012, and  have
so much to offer in this field.The first step
is to promise you an adventure trip and a
wonderful introduction of the
archeological sites,
 also ensure safety and security. 



Company's Services

-Airport Pickup & return back to airport
-All accommodation 
-Breakfast & Lunch & Dinner (Kurdish
Traditional food)
-Support Visa 
-All ground transport
-Guide/driver
-Entrance fees 
-Internal flights



10 Days Itinerary

This 10 day trip explores the Kurdistan,Iraq taking in the cultural, geographical and
historical highlights as well as getting a greater understanding of life in this semi-
autonomous region of Iraq. We start in Erbil with its famous citadel. At 6,500 years
old, it is one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world and now a
UNESCO World Heritage site.  
Departing the city, the trip encompasses many natural sights: from blue waterfalls
to steep gorges, deep caves and spectacular mountains between Dohuk and Soran.
We explore the regions cultural and ethnic diversity by taking in Christian
monasteries, and the spiritual home of the Yazidi people as well as places that give
us an understanding of modern Iraq including visiting the Halabja memorial and 
 Sulaymaniyah.



Day 1
Arrive in Erbil.
Visiting the Erbil Citadel, the archaeological sites
and museums inside it, and the Kurdish heritage in
the Citadel.
Visit Mechko for drinks and desserts.
explore the bazaar and the city center

    Overnight in a Hotel in Erbil



Day2
Drive from Erbil to Dohuk.
visit Lalish 
visit Khins 
 Alqosh
Once in Dohuk you will have time to
explore the city.

    Overnight in Luqman’s (Speaks Man of             
Lalish / our homestay)



Day 3

Chwarstoon Cave 
walled town of Amedi 
The oldest and the biggest mosque from
Amedi 
Mosul gate.
Visiting Shanadar Cave 

A day visiting the region surrounding Dohuk
including 

   Overnight in Dyana Palace Hotel 



Day 4
A day visiting the mountains of Kurdistan including
Rawanduz canyon ,Rawanduz Valley, Bekhal waterfall
and Gali Ali Bag waterfall Part of this includes driving
the famous Hamilton road.Continue on to
Sulaymaniyah.

Overnight in a Hotel in Sulaymaniyah.



Day 5
Visit Sulaymaniyah Bazar, walk the busy streets and
visit the Amna Saraka (Red Prison)– the museum
dedicated to the terrors of Saddam located in the
Ba'ath parties old intelligence headquarters.
Drive to the Monument Halabja Saddam's gas attacks.
You can also visit the viewpoint of the city from Azmer
hill.

Overnight in Shush Village (Nadr’s homestay )



Day 6

Walking from Zagros mountain and
going for 15 km ang going through
different Monasteries for Christians and
Jews until arriving to Akre.

Overnight in Homer



Day 7
Walking 16 km from Akre to Akre Citadel and
exploring the mountain through the forest.

Overnight in Blle Village (Homestay)



Day 8,9,10
Day 8: Driving to choman and visit Halgurd mountain 
overnight in Campain (Mountain stay.)

Day 9:Hiking in Halgurd and have a party in homestay to
celebrate completing the Trip

Overnight in homestay 

Day 10: Go back to Erbil Airport.



More Details About Places:
-Erbil Citadel: one of the  oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world.

-Mechko: a place below Erbil Citadel which sells coffee and other drinks and desserts.

-Bazaar: It has many traditional clothes and Traditional places and people.

-Lalish: the spiritual home of the Yazidi people

-Khins : is one of the Assyrian archaeological sites that were built around 700 BC،

It has rock carvings.

-Alqosh is a Christian town that miraculously survived the advance of ISIS. It’s most

famous attraction is the Rabban Hormizd Monastery

-Amedi: town in the Duhok Governorate of Kurdistan Region 

-Chwarstoon Cave: archaeological remains and sculptures that indicated its historical

and civilized  significance.



More Details About Places:
-Mosul gate: the remains of a massive stone and mud brick wall dating from about 700

BCE, about 12 km in length

-Shanadar Cave: Shanidar Cave is an archaeological site located on Bradost Mountain,

within the Zagros Mountains

-Rawanduz Canyon:close to the borders of Iran and Turkey, it is one of the most beautiful

natural spots of the country.

-Bekhal Waterfall :is located in the mountainous northern part of the country in the

Kurdistan Region,

-Gali Ali Bag: Nice waterfall in hamilton.

-Hamilton Road: The Hamilton Road dates back to 1928, when the British commissioned

New Zealand engineer Archibald Hamilton to build a road from Erbil up through the

Zagros mountains to the Iranian border.



More Details About Places:

-Sulaymaniyah Bazar:  may be the largest traditional market in Iraqi Kurdistan

-Amna Saraka: functioned as a detention center for the Kurdish population during the

regime of Saddam Hussein

-monument Halabja: Chemical Attack Victims' Monument

-Akre:  is a city in the Duhok Governorate, Kurdistan Region in Iraq. Akre is known for

its celebrations of Newroz.

-Choman: it is located 45 km east of Soran. The area is an important agricultural and

cattle breeding region.

-Halgurd: is the highest mountain in Kurdistan.



Our Travel
Gallery

We have been established in 2017 and are experienced in
guiding travellers who want to vacation with their lovely families,
fieriness . We have a lot of beautiful destinations and attractions.



Meet Our Team

CEO / Founder

Omer Chomani

Our travel  support team and they are people who have a lot of experience in
the world of travel business



   Contact Us

009647501116377

info@visitiraqikurdistan.com 

You can contact via online or come in person at our official office


